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(54) Method of encoding or decoding for LDPC codes

(57) A method and system for encoding or decoding
for LDPC codes in which exponent matrixes are convert-
ed, said LDPC codes being implemented with semi-ran-
dom technique which requires that the exponent matrix
is composed of three sub-matrixes, a random sub-matrix,
a semi-deterministic column vector and a deterministic
sub-matrix, the invention comprising:
c) providing a base-model exponent sub-matrix of size
rbx(kb+1) constituting the random sub-matrix and the
semi-deterministic column vector of a base model expo-
nent matrix having maximum codeword-length n0 and
maximum spreading factor Z0;
d) from said base-model exponent sub-matrix, obtaining
a converted exponent sub-matrix of size rbx(kb+1) con-
stituting the random sub-matrix and the semi-determin-

istic column vector of a converted exponent matrix having
desired codeword length n<n0 and desired spreading
factor Zf<Z0; wherein each element (i,j) of said converted
exponent sub-matrix is obtained by an opportune trans-
lation of the corresponding (i,j) element of said base mod-
el exponent matrix; wherein item b) comprises the fol-
lowing:
- each element (i,j) of the base model exponent sub-ma-
trix with value smaller than Zf is translated, into the cor-
responding converted exponent sub-matrix element (i,j),
without any processing;
- each element (i,j) of the base model exponent sub-ma-
trix with value comprised between Zf and Z0 is translated,
into the corresponding converted exponent sub-matrix
element (i,j), via a processing so as to obtain an integer
number with value comprised between 0 and (Zf-1).
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a method and to a system according the preambles of claims 1,2 and 6.

Backgroud Art

[0002] Let us consider a schematic example of a digital communication system model as the one shown in the block
diagram of Figure 1.
[0003] The input of channel encoder CH_ENC is an information sequence B1 of k bits to which a redundancy sequence
of r bits is added thereby producing an encoded sequence B2 of n bits.
[0004] The channel code rate R is defined as the ratio between the information bits number k and the encoded bits
number n, thus R = k / n .
[0005] Modulator MOD transforms the encoded vector B2 into a modulated signal vector CH_IN which is in turn
transmitted through a channel CH. Since the channel CH is usually subject to noisy disturbance NS, the channel output
CH_OUT may differ from the channel input CH_IN.
[0006] At the receiving end, the channel output CH_OUT is processed by the demodulator DEM which performs the
inverse operation of the modulator MOD and produces some likelihood ratio.
The channel decoder CH_DEC uses the redundancy in the received sequence B3 to correct the error in the information
sequence of the received sequence B3 and produces a decoded signal B4 which is an information signal estimate.
[0007] State of the art encoder/decoder structures CH_ENC, CH_DEC use codes Low Density Parity Check (LDPC)
code as proposed by the IEEE 802.16e Standard for Air Interface For Fixed and Mobile Broadband Wireless Access
Systems [Ref.1].
[0008] LDPC codes are block codes. Block codes use a generator matrix G for the encoding operation and a parity-
check matrix H for the decoding operation.
[0009] For a block code with information sequence of k bits, a codeword of n bits and redundancy (parity) sequence
of r=(n-k) bits, the generator matrix G has kxn dimensions, and the parity-check matrix H has rxn=(n-k)xn dimensions.
[0010] These two matrixes enjoy the orthogonal property, which states that for any matrix Gkxn with k linearly inde-
pendent rows there exists a matrix Hrxn with r=(n-k) linearly independent rows such that any row of Gkxn is orthogonal
to the rows of Hrxn such that the following equation is satisfied: 

[0011] The encoding operation is performed by means of the multiplication between the information sequence U1xk
and the code generator matrix Gkxn. The result, of such multiplication, is the encoded output sequence V1xn as follows: 

[0012] At the receiving side, due to the orthogonal property between matrixes Gkxn and Hrxn, the following equation
should be satisfied: 

where  is the decoded received sequence which comprises the information signal estimate B4. If equation (iii) is

verified the information signal estimate B4 is correct otherwise the errors in the received sequence B3 exceed the
correction capacity of the carried-out code.
[0013] Once the code generator matrix Gkxn is built, it is possible to obtain the parity-check matrix Hrxn and vice versa.
The proposed invention relates to both "channel encoder" and "channel decoder" of Figure 1 for LDPC codes.
[0014] There are several design techniques for generating the parity-check matrix Hrxn of a LDPC code. The most
used generating technique in LDPC code design is the semi-random technique.
[0015] The parity-check matrix Hrxn is built combining in a certain manner three matrixes: the exponent matrix Hexp
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for a specific rate R, the seed matrix for the rate R and the spreading matrix for a given spreading factor Zf. The element-
by-element multiplication of the non-binary exponent matrix Hexp with the seed matrix generates another exponent matrix
Eexp, herein-after denoted as "masked" exponent matrix, which is in turn expanded to the parity-check matrix Hrxn,
hereby also called expanded matrix Hrxn, via the spreading matrix. The spreading matrix is a square binary matrix of
weight one and dimension ZfxZf, being Zf the desired spreading factor which is tied to the codeword length of the carried-
out LDPC code.
[0016] An exponent matrix is a conventional matrix representing a block structured matrix. The elements of the exponent
matrix are expanded in square matrixes of dimension ZfxZf by applying the rules known from the art. According to such
known rules, the elements of the exponent matrix Hexp represent permutation matrixes of the identity matrix, with weight
equal to "1" for each row and for each column, with dimensions ZfxZf The value of the exponent matrix element indicates
the cyclic shift to the right of the identity matrix. Hence, the term "exponent matrix" is an expression widely used in the
art to conventionally denote a matrix whose elements, also called "exponents", represent permutation matrixes of the
identity matrix with the given exponent. It is noted that, in the art, the term "exponent" used for the elements of the
exponent matrix may sometimes be replaced with the equivalent term "shift-size".
[0017] The same "expansion" rules apply to the masked exponent matrix Eexp obtained by multiplicating, element-by-
element, the exponent matrix Hexp, with the seed matrix. Hence, the expanded matrix Hrxn is obtained by the above
outlined expansion of the exponent matrix Eexp .
[0018] As used herein, the term exponent matrix may refer, depending on the context, either to the exponent matrix
Hexp or to the masked exponent matrix Eexp which is specific to the code-rate R or to both matrixes by using the more
generic notation "Kexp".
[0019] When realized with semi-random technique, the expanded matrix Hrxn is constituted of two sub-matrixes: the
first sub-matrix is a random matrix having (n-k)xk = rxk size and the second one is a semi-deterministic sub-matrix of
(n-k)x(n-k) = rxr size. The exponent matrix Hexp is used in the implementation of both LDPC encoder and LDPC decoder.
In the LDPC encoding operation, Method 2 , shown in standard IEEE 802.16e [Ref.1], allows to reduce the LDPC encoder
hardware complexity if the exponent matrix Hexp is split in opportune sub-matrixes, a random one and a semi-deterministic
one: the semi-determininistic sub-matrix is itself split into a semi-deterministic column vector Cv, its first column vector
which is constructed in an opportune way, and a deterministic matrix which is typically a bi-diagonal matrix as known
from the art.

Technical Problem

[0020] In digital communication systems, it is sometimes required to change the communication system configurations,
e.g. in case of changes of transmission requirements or in case of changes of channel transmission quality. For example
when there is an increased amount of errors at the receiving part, because of a transmission channel worsening, e.g.
in case of rain benches or in presence of new obstacles, it is necessary to modify the communication system configuration
by changing or the modulation type or the channel coding or both in order to reduce the bit-rate and thus improving the
system performances.
[0021] Hence, a change in the LDPC codeword length n may be required with the aim of operating a transition to
LDPC codeword lengths having a different degree of robustness.
[0022] As used herein, the terminology "base-model" parity-check exponent matrix refers to the parity-check exponent
matrix built for the maximum codeword length no, having thus the maximum spreading factor Z0.
[0023] Advantageously, as known from the art, such base model exponent matrix can be used to derive, via some
conversion formulas, other exponent matrix having other desired codeword lengths n < n0, and thus spreading factors
Zf < Z0. In other words, the elements in the base model matrix can be used to determine, via some conversion formulas,
the desired exponent matrixes for other desired code lengths n < no with desired spreading factor Zf < Z0.
[0024] Advantageously, the required storage place in the hardware device is reduced since it is possible to store only
the base model exponent matrix built for the maximum codeword length n0 and to subsequently derive, via such conversion
formulas, other exponent matrixes for shorter codeword lengths n < n0.
[0025] According to IEEE 802.16e Standard [Ref.1], the conversion from the base model exponent matrix (maximum
spreading factor Z0) to the desired converted exponent matrix, with desired spreading factor Zf < Z0, is carried-out with
the formula reported in IEEE 802.16e Standard [Ref.1] on page 627, relation (129a) to be applied to the random part
and the semi-deterministic column vector of the exponent matrix.
[0026] The IEEE 802.16e Standard [Ref.1] conversion formula is the following: 
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where  denotes the value of the generic matrix element (i,j) of the exponent matrix Kexp and the "floor function"

gives the nearest integer towards "-∞" ".
[0027] For each element bigger than zero a proportionally scaling operation is performed; the scaling factor being Zf
/ Z0 in order to implement the desired LDPC codeword length n. In addition, after the scaling operation, a "floor function"
operation is performed in order to obtain the integer values.
[0028] As shown in the above formula of equation (i), the only base matrix elements translated into the converted
matrix elements without any processing are the elements having value smaller or equal to "0".
[0029] It is noted that, according to the known art, the preferred base model exponent matrixes Hexp, also used for
building the masked exponent matrixes Eexp as indicated in the IEEE 802.16e Standard [Ref.1], are built so that in each
of their rows are present all elements having value comprised between 0 and (Z0 -1) in order to minimize the number
of overlaps bigger than 1.
[0030] Unfortunately, such way of constructing the base model exponent matrix Hexp coupled with the conversion
formula of equation (i) have the drawback that, during the conversion, only a low number of base model matrix elements
are translated without any processing.
[0031] This has a negative impact on the required computational efforts and on the required transition time for operating
a change of the LDPC codeword length.
[0032] For the above mentioned base model matrix, the number of elements which do not require processing in the
conversion method known from the IEEE 802.16e Standard [Ref.1] can be estimated as being circa equal to: 

where kb is the block structured information sequence length and where the "ceil" function returns the nearest integer
towards "+∞".
[0033] Let us apply the formula of equation (ii) in a numerical example to estimate the number of non-processed
elements of an exemplary base model exponent matrix Hexp.

[0034] Let us consider as exemplary base model exponent matrix, an exponent matrix  of an LDPC code with

block structured information sequence kb = 90, block codeword length nb = 96 , block parity sequence = nb - kb = 6 and

code-rate R = kb / nb = (nb - rb ) / nb = 15/16.

[0035] The number of non-processed elements is computed for the conversion of the base model matrix into three

desired converted exponent matrixes, having the three following spreading factors  and

A) for  Thus, for 

out of rbx(kb + 1) = 6x91 = 546 elements (i.e. the number of elements of the random exponent sub-matrix and of

the semi-deterministic column vector), circa (6x4)=24 elements are not processed.

B) for  Thus, for 
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out of 546 elements, circa (6x2)=12 elements are not processed

C) for  Thus, for

 then out of 546 elements, circa (6x1)=6 elements are not processed

[0036] As seen above, the known method for converting exponent matrixes for LDPC codes has the drawback of
requiring processing on most of elements of the base model exponent matrix, thus impacting the required computational
efforts involved in operating a transition to a different codeword length.
[0037] It is therefore aim of the present invention to reduce the computational efforts required in operating a codeword
length change, by providing a method and a system for encoding or decoding LDPC codes, in which exponent matrixes
are converted, which reduces the number of arithmetic operations required for converting the base model exponent
matrix for the largest LDPC codeword length no to the converted exponent matrixes with a desired codeword length n < n0.
[0038] The above mentioned aim is achieved by method and system for encoding or decoding for LDPC codes in
which exponent matrixes are converted, the LDPC codes being implemented with semi-random technique which requires
that the exponent matrix is composed of three sub-matrixes, a random sub-matrix, a semi-deterministic column vector
and a deterministic sub-matrix, the invention comprising:

a) providing a base-model exponent sub-matrix of size rbx(kb+1) constituting the random sub-matrix and the semi-
deterministic column vector of a base model exponent matrix having maximum codeword-length n0 and maximum
spreading factor Z0;
b) from said base-model exponent sub-matrix, obtaining a converted exponent sub-matrix of size rbx(kb+1) consti-
tuting the random sub-matrix and the semi-deterministic column vector of a converted exponent matrix having
desired codeword length n<n0 and desired spreading factor Zf<Z0; wherein each element (i,j) of said converted
exponent sub-matrix is obtained by an opportune translation of the corresponding (i,j) element of said base model
exponent matrix; wherein item b) comprises the following:

- each element (i,j) of the base model exponent sub-matrix with value smaller than Zf is translated, into the
corresponding converted exponent sub-matrix element (i,j), without any processing;

- each element (i,j) of the base model exponent sub-matrix with value comprised between Zf and Z0 is translated,
into the corresponding converted exponent sub-matrix element (i,j), via a processing so as to obtain an integer
number with value comprised between 0 and (Zf-1).

[0039] In embodiments of the proposed invention, the performed translations in item b) may conveniently be expressed
via the below equation: 

where  denotes the value of the exponent sub-matrix generic element (i,j) and where pf is the first prime number

bigger than Zf.

[0040] In embodiments of the proposed invention, the base-model exponent sub-matrix of item a) may preferably be
a masked exponent sub-matrix constituting the random sub-matrix and the semi-deterministic column vector of a masked
base model exponent matrix Eexp.
[0041] With the proposed invention, only a reduced number of elements of the base model exponent matrix require
processing when implementing LDPC codes with shorter codeword lengths n < n0. Instead, as known from the IEEE
802.16e Standard [Ref.1], the majority of the elements of the base model exponent matrix are processed during the
conversion for operating a codeword length change.
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[0042] Advantageously, the proposed invention achieves a reduction of the required arithmetical operations and a
reduction of the required transition time for changing the LDPC codeword length.
[0043] Moreover, embodiments of the invention do not require, differently from the conversion formula (i) of the IEEE
802.16e Standard [Ref.1], the costly task of storing in the memory the ratio Zf/Z0 and of using such ratio to multiply all
elements of the base model exponent matrix which have value greater than zero.
[0044] The invention will now be described in preferred but not exclusive embodiments with reference to the accom-
panying drawings, wherein:

Figure 1 is block diagram, already described, schematically illustrating a digital communication system model (Prior
Art);

Figure 2 is a matrix showing an exemplary base model exponent sub-matrix;

Figure 3 is a matrix showing an exemplary converted exponent sub-matrix obtained from the sub-matrix of Figure 2.

[0045] According to the proposed method for encoding or decoding LDPC codes, a base model exponent matrix Kexp

with maximum codeword-length n0 and maximum spreading factor Z0 is converted to a converted exponent matrix by
performing a set of conversion operations. Such conversion operations may be applied either to the base model exponent
matrix Hexp or, preferably, to the base model masked Eexp so as to further reduce the required number of arithmetic
conversion operations.
[0046] The conversion operations are performed on the random sub-matrix and on the semi-deterministic column
vector of the base model exponent matrix Kexp, given the fact that the deterministic exponent sub-matrix may be built
as known in the art with elements having value not greater than zero.
[0047] Hence, the conversion operations are applied to a base-model exponent sub-matrix of size rbx(kb+1) constituting
the random sub-matrix and the semi-deterministic column vector of a base model exponent matrix having maximum
codeword-length n0 and maximum spreading factor Z0.
[0048] The resulting converted exponent sub-matrix, obtained from the conversion, has also size rbx(kb+1) and it is
the random sub-matrix and the semi-deterministic column vector of the desired converted exponent matrix having desired
codeword length n<n0 and desired spreading factor Zf<Z0.
[0049] In the resulting converted exponent sub-matrix, each element (i,j) is obtained by an opportune translation of
the corresponding (i,j) element of the base model exponent sub-matrix as follows:

- each element (i,j) of the base model exponent sub-matrix with value smaller than Zf is translated into the corre-
sponding converted exponent sub-matrix element (i,j), without any processing;

- each element (i,j) of the base model exponent sub-matrix with value comprised between Zf and Z0 is translated,
into the corresponding converted exponent sub-matrix element (i,j), via a processing so as to obtain an integer
number with value comprised between between 0 and (Zf-1).

[0050] In a preferred embodiment of the proposed invention, the translation formula expressing the conversion steps
from the base model exponent matrix Kexp with maximum spreading factor Z0 - corresponding to the maximum LDPC
codeword length no - into the exponent matrix with spreading factor Zf < Z0 - corresponding to shorter LDPC codeword
lengths n < no may be given by equation (1) below: 

where  denotes the value of the exponent sub-matrix generic element (i,j) and where pf is the first prime number

bigger than Zf. The definition of operator mod(x,y) is well known from the art.

[0051] In the conversion formula of equation (1) there are two "mod" operations.

[0052] The first "mod" operation, the inner one, applied to the base model matrix elements having value  com-
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prised between  modifies only the elements of the base model exponent matrix elements having

value  comprised between 

[0053] The second "mod" operation, the outer one, applied to the elements resulting from the first "mod" operation,

modifies only the base model matrix elements having value  comprised between 

[0054] The conversion formula of equation (1) may be applied when converting the base model exponent matrix Hexp

recommended in the known art and the masked Eexp one indicated in the Standard IEEE 802.16e [1]. As above explained,
such base model exponent matrix Hexp - as recommended in the known art - is built to have, in each row, all elements,
having value comprised between 0 and (Z0 -1) , in order to minimize the number of overlaps bigger than 1.
[0055] Thus, the number of the elements of the base model matrix Hexp that are processed, within the random exponent
matrix and the semi-deterministic column vector, when applying the conversion formula of equation (1) to the above
mentioned base model exponent matrix, is estimated of being circa equal to: 

where and nb are respectively the numbers of rows and of columns of the block structured exponent matrix and kb is
the column number of the random part; being the LDPC code rate R = kb / nb = (nb - rb) / nb.
[0056] The formula of equation (2) is applicable to the random and the semi-deterministic column vector of a base
model exponent matrix Hexp not masked by the rate-specific seed matrix. In case it is desired to estimate the number
of elements that are processed for masked sub-matrixes Eexp, as for example the masked exponent sub-matrixes
indicated in the IEEE 802.16e Standard [Ref.1], then, from the results of the equation (2), it is necessary to subtract the
number of the elements having value "-1" in the masked exponent sub-matrix.
[0057] Advantageously, the converted exponent matrix with spreading factor , Zf obtained with embodiments of the
proposed invention, proves to be closer to the exponent matrix with spreading factor Zf computed directly - without any
conversion - than the converted exponent matrix with spreading factor Zf obtained with the conversion formula (i) of the
IEEE 802.16e Standard [Ref.1].
[0058] In fact, according to the formula of equation (1), only the base model matrix elements bigger or equal than Zf
(enough close to the direct construction of the exponent matrix with spreading Zf) are processed and opportunely
decreased in value, while, according to formula (i) of the IEEE 802.16e Standard [Ref.1], all base model matrix elements,
except the zero exponent, are processed via a proportionally scaling that compresses all the elements having value
comprised between 0 and (Z0 - 1) into elements having value comprised between 0 and (Zf - 1). In the formula of equation
(1), the use of the prime number pf allows to have in each row of the converted exponent matrix elements having all
value comprised between 0 and (Zf - 1), thus advantageously minimizing the number of overlaps bigger than "1".

Numerical example with conversion formula of equation (1)

[0059] A numerical example, according to an embodiment of the present invention, is illustrated in which the conversion
formula of equation (1) is implemented as illustrated in the sub-matrixes of Figures 2 and 3.
[0060] Let us consider an LDPC code, with rate R = 15/16, having as largest information sequence k0 = 9720 and as
highest spreading factor Z0 =108 . The parameters no, nb, kb and rb are then computed as follows:

- The largest LDPC codeword length n0 is computed as n0 = k0 / R = 10368
- The column number nb of the block structured base model exponent matrix Hexp is computed as nb = n0 / Z0 = 96
- The block structured information sequence kb is computed as kb = k0 / Z0 = 90
- The row number rb is computed as rb = nb - kb = 6

[0061] The base model exponent matrix is built, as known from the art, with semi-random technique, with random
sub-matrix having size rbxkb, with the semi-deterministic column vector having size rbx1 and with the deterministic sub-
matrix having size rbx(rb-1).
[0062] Figure 2 shows the base model exponent sub-matrix having size 6x91, built as recommended in the known
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art, constituting the random sub-matrix and the semi-deterministic column vector of the base model exponent matrix

 built for the largest LDPC code length n0 = 10368 with Z0 =108 and R = 15/16.

[0063] Let us derive, from the base model exponent sub-matrix of Figure 2, the converted exponent sub-matrix of
Figure 3 with rate R = 15/16, with codeword length n=5184 (being Zf=54 and pf=59) by applying the conversion formula
of equation (1).

[0064] The base model matrix elements with value  are not processed.

[0065] The inner "mod" of equation (1), applied to the base model matrix elements having value  comprised

between  modifies only the elements of the base model exponent matrix elements having value

 comprised between  as highlighted with bold and underlined format in the sub-matrixes of

Figures 2 and 3.
[0066] The outer "mod" operation of Figure 2 applied to the elements resulting from the first "mod" operation, modifies

only the base model matrix elements having value  comprised between  as highlighted with

shaded format in the sub-matrixes of Figures 2 and 3.

Numerical Example: estimating the number of non processed elements

[0067] A simple numerical example, aiming at quantifying the benefits provided by an embodiment of the present
invention, is illustrated.
[0068] The formula of equation (2) is applied in a numerical example to compute an estimate of the number of non-

processed elements for an exemplary base model exponent matrix 

[0069] Let us consider an exponent matrix  of an LDPC code with block structured information sequence kb

= 90 , block codeword length nb = 96 , block parity sequence rb = nb - kb = 6 and rate R = kb / nb = (nb - rb) / nb = 15/16.

[0070] Let us compute an estimate of the number of non-processed elements for the four following spreading factors

 and 

A) for  and Z0 =108 , it is then Zf = 27 and pf = 29 Since equation (4) returns:

 then out of rbx(kb + 1) = 6x91 = 546 elements, circa

546-426=120 elements are not processed.

B) for  and Z0 =108 , it is then Zf and pf = 59 Since equation (4) returns:

 then out of 6x91=546 elements, circa 546-268=278 elements

are not processed.

C) for  and Z0 = 108, it is then Zf = 81 and pf = 83 Since equation (4) returns:
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 then out of 6x91=546 elements, circa 546-129=417 elements

are not processed.

D) for  and Z0 = 108, it is then Zf = 96 and pf = 97 Since equation (4) returns:

 then out of 6x91=546 elements, circa 546-56=490 elements are

not processed.

[0071] As it is shown in the above example, with embodiments of the proposed invention, in order to implement LDPC
codes with codeword lengths n < n0, the number of elements to be processed, in the base model exponent matrix
recommended in the art, decreases with the increase of the spreading factor Zf to a point in which the number of non
processed elements exceeds the number of processed elements of the exponent sub-matrix.

References

[0072] [Ref.1] IEEE Std 802.16e - Air Interface for Fixed and Mobile Broadband Wireless Access Systems - 28 February
2006

Claims

1. A method of encoding for LDPC codes in which exponent matrixes are converted, said LDPC codes being imple-
mented with semi-random technique which requires that the exponent matrix is composed of three sub-matrixes, a
random sub-matrix, a semi-deterministic column vector and a deterministic sub-matrix,
the method comprising the steps of:

a) providing a base-model exponent sub-matrix of size rbx(kb+1) constituting the random sub-matrix and the
semi-deterministic column vector of a base model exponent matrix having maximum codeword-length no and
maximum spreading factor Z0;
b) from said base-model exponent sub-matrix, obtaining a converted exponent sub-matrix of size rbx(kb+1)
constituting the random sub-matrix and the semi-deterministic column vector of a converted exponent matrix
having desired codeword length n<n0 and desired spreading factor Zf<Z0; wherein each element (i,j) of said
converted exponent sub-matrix is obtained by an opportune translation of the corresponding (i,j) element of
said base model exponent matrix;

the method being characterized in that step b) comprises the following sub-steps:

- each element (i,j) of the base model exponent sub-matrix with value smaller than Zf is translated, into the
corresponding converted exponent sub-matrix element (i,j), without any processing;
- each element (i,j) of the base model exponent sub-matrix with value comprised between Zf and Z0 is translated,
into the corresponding converted exponent sub-matrix element (i,j), via a processing so as to obtain an integer
number with value comprised between 0 and (Zf-1).

2. A method of decoding for LDPC codes in which exponent matrixes are converted, said LDPC codes being imple-
mented with semi-random technique which requires that the exponent matrix is composed of three sub-matrixes, a
random sub-matrix, a semi-deterministic column vector and a deterministic sub-matrix, the method comprising the
steps of:

a) providing a base-model exponent sub-matrix of size rbx(kb+1) constituting the random sub-matrix and the
semi-deterministic column vector of a base model exponent matrix having maximum codeword-length n0 and
maximum spreading factor Z0;
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b) from said base-model exponent sub-matrix, obtaining a converted exponent sub-matrix of size rbx(kb+1)
constituting the random sub-matrix and the semi-deterministic column vector of a converted exponent matrix
having desired codeword length n<n0 and desired spreading factor Zf<Z0; wherein each element (i,j) of said
converted exponent sub-matrix is obtained by an opportune translation of the corresponding (i,j) element of
said base model exponent matrix;

the method being characterized in that step b) comprises the following sub-steps:

- each element (i,j) of the base model exponent sub-matrix with value smaller than Zf is translated, into the
corresponding converted exponent sub-matrix element (i,j), without any processing;
- each element (i,j) of the base model exponent sub-matrix with value comprised between Zf and Z0 is translated,
into the corresponding converted exponent sub-matrix element (i,j), via a processing so as to obtain an integer
number with value comprised between 0 and (Zf-1).

3. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the translations performed in the sub-steps of step
b) are expressed via the below equation: 

where  denotes the value of the exponent sub-matrix generic element (i,j) and where pf is the first prime

number bigger than Zf.

4. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the base-model exponent sub-matrix of step a) is a
masked exponent sub-matrix constituting the random sub-matrix and the semi-deterministic column vector of a
masked base model exponent matrix Eexp.

5. A method of data transmission comprising the steps of the method according to any of the preceding claims.

6. A system having means for performing the steps of the method according to any of the preceding claims.
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